ABSTRACT. It is shown that any vector bundle E over a compact base manifold M admits a complete metric of negative (respectively nonpositive) curvature provided M admits a metric of negative (nonpositive) curvature.
Introduction.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following THEOREM. Let B be a compact n-dimensional manifold of negative sectional curvature. Then any vector bundle IT : E -> B admits a complete metric of negative sectional curvature KE satisfying -a < KE < -1 for some constant a > 1. (Here a depends on the geometry of B and the topology of the bundle II: E -> B.)
If B is a compact manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature, then any vector bundle II : E -* B admits a complete metric of nonpositive sectional curvature KE satisfying -b<K<0 for some positive constant b.
This result should be compared with a well-known open problem of Gromoll: If M is a compact manifold of positive sectional curvature, does every vector bundle over M admit a complete metric of nonnegative sectional curvature?
The theorem was motivated by, and partially answers, a question of M. Gromov: Does every vector bundle over a compact base B, with a possibly singular metric of negative curvature on B, admit a smooth complete metric of negative curvature (cf. [3] for a discussion of a singular metrics). For example, let T be a hyperbolic group, in the sense of [2] , and let X be a metric space on which T acts freely with compact quotient. One may ask if there is an embedding of X in Rn such that a tubular neighborhood of X C R™ admits a complete metric of negative sectional curvature. This approach is relevant for the Novikov conjecture for such hyperbolic groups.
It is of interest to note that Gromov, Lawson and Thurston [4] have recently shown that most 2-plane bundles E over a compact Riemann surface Mg, of genus greater than one, admit complete metrics of constant curvature -1, provided
I am grateful to M. Gromov for suggesting this problem and for interesting discussions.
Preliminaries.
We begin with the standard topological description of vector bundles. Let ITo: P -> B be a right principal 0(m) bundle, m > 1, over a smooth n-dimensional manifold B. Let G = O(m) act on Rm on the left in the usual way by orthogonal transformations.
Define an action of G on P x Rm by g(p, f) = (pg, g~xf). Then the quotient space E = Px Rm/G is a vector bundle ITb : E -> B with fiber F diffeomorphic to Rm and structure group G. E is called the vector bundle associated to P. Conversely, given a vector bundle V over B, we may assume without loss of generality that its structure group is 0(m). Then there is a principal 0(m) bundle over B such that associated bundle constructed above is equivalent to V. Let ( , )g denote the negative of the killing form of the Lie algebra L(G) of G; we will also let { , )g denote the corresponding bi-invariant metric on G. Let ( , )b = ds2B denote a smooth Riemannian metric on B. If 6 : TP -> : L(G) is any connection 1-form on P, we define a metric on P by (2.1) dsp = Il0-(ds2B) + Q&,
i.e. for vectors x,y G TPP, (x,y)P = (U»x,Ilty)B + (@(x),Q(y))GIt is well known (cf. [5] ) that un: P -> B is a Riemannian submersion, with totally goedesic fibers, with respect to the metrics ds2 and ds2B. Let H1 denote the orthogonal complement of the tangent space to the orbits G C P. Then H1 coincides with the horizontal spaces for the submersion Ilo, as well as the horizontal spaces for the connection 1-form.
Next we consider the product metric (22) ds2PxF =dsP +dsF on P x F, where dsF is the metric of constant curvature -a2 on F « Rm; of course a -0 if m = 1. Note that dspxF is invariant under the action of G on P x F, so that dsPxF descends to give a metric ds2E on E. We have the following commutative diagram:
G GxF
With respect to the metrics defined above, each map II,IIi,IIß is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers (cf. [5] for a proof).
For later purposes, we recall a formula of O'Neill [6] relating the curvature of the base and total space of Riemannian submersion. Let S -> M be a Riemannian submersion. Let X, Y be horizontal vector fields on S and let X» -Tl*X, Y* = II* Y. Then if K denotes sectional curvature, we have 
Construction of metrics.
The metric dsE constructed in §2 does not have negative sectional curvature. In fact, the O'Neill formulas [6] imply that the "mixed" curvature KE(X, V) for X horizontal and V vertical with respect to Tie are nonnegative.
In order to construct metrics of negative curvature on E, we consider warped product metrics on P x F. Let g: F -> R be an 0(m)-invariant smooth function, with g > 0. Thus, g -g(r), where r is the distance function to 0 G F with respect to the metric dsF. We will specify g more precisely later in this section. Extend g to a function j:PxF->Rby first projecting on the second factor. We consider metrics of the form (3.1) dsPxF = g2 ■ dsP + dsF.
Note that ds2 is also a G-invariant metric and so gives a metric dsE on E. The projection ILPxF-> F is a Riemannian submersion with respect to these metrics; the fibers are no longer totally geodesic however. Nevertheless, one may still use (2.3) to relate the curvatures.
We will need explicit descriptions of the horizontal and vertical spaces of II in these metrics. Thus, let X(M) denote the space of C°° vector fields on M. Define maps
It is well known, and easy to verify, that these maps are Lie algebra homomorphisms. We note there is a constant C > 0 such that ,, 3 , i<«<C for all p G F, for any given smooth metric on P. For any / G F, we may choose (m -1) unit vectors e¿ G L(G), depending on /, such that {èi(f)/ip(r)}m~l is an orthonormal basis oiTjS C TfF, where S is the geodesic r-sphere through / centered at 0. One calculates that and let H3 = span Vr.
Then there is an orthogonal splitting, with respect to dsPxF, of the form (3.5) T{PxF) = V®H1®H2®H3.
The subspace ii1©//2©/?'3 is the horizontal space for the submersion II : PxF -> E with respect to the metrics dspxF and dsE. We now begin with the computation of the curvature of dsE. First, by (2.3), the curvature of (P x F, dspxF) and (E, dsE) are related by (ii) |Vg|2/o2 > C. outside B£. Here Cq,Ci,C2,Cz are constants, also to be specified below. For example, one may choose g of the form ¡7 = {a1+o2r3/Vsr and adjust {a¿} to satisfy (3.8). Basically, ai is small and 02,03 large.
Using (3.8) we may estimate (3.7). First, since g is convex, the second term in (3.7) within the brackets is nonnegative. Since F has curvature -a2, we find Finally, suppose \XFAYF\2 < \XPAFp|:t and / G B£. We may write Xp = XE + X2, where Xb G H1 and X2 = a^"~ o¿e¿(p) G (H2)p. It is important to note that |A2|~ -► 0 as e -* 0. To see this, we have \XF\ < 1, so that | J2aiei{f)\ < 1-Since, by definition, a = 0(|e(/)|2), the claim follows. Note also that |Xß|^ is bounded away from zero as / -> 0, since by our assumption \XP[ is bounded away from zero. These same remarks apply to Yp and we obtain the estimate KP(XP, Yp) = K*(Xb, Yb) + 0(e). Now (2.3) applied to the Riemannian submersion IIq: P->B gives
Thus, for the last case, we obtain (3.11) KPxF(X,Y)<-a2\XFAYF\2
In order to estimate the second term of (3.6), we use the following Lemma.
LEMMA. Let X, Y be horizontal fields on (P x F, ds2). Then there is a constant k, depending on dsp and inf g, but not on a, such that We estimate the second term in (3.13) on a basis of the form Bi = oe¿(p) + e¿(/), where at a given po G P, we assume (Bi, Bj)(po, f) = 0 if i ^ j. We have Combining the last two estimates with (3.15) gives the result. We now combine the above estimates to determine KE(X, Y). As before, we deal with several cases. We assume m > 2 and will discuss the case m = 1 at the end (i) f £ BE: Combining (3.9) and (3.12) and substituting into (3.6) gives We may choose e sufficiently small and C3 sufficiently large in (3.8) (iv) so that [0(e) -C3£]|XP A Yp^/g2 is sufficiently negative for e ^ 0, to dominate the last 0(e) term. We than obtain KE(X,Y) < 0. Combining this with (3.16) and (3.17)
gives a complete metric on E of nonpositive sectional curvature. Finally, it is straightforward to verify that the condition D2g < Cog outside Be for some constant Co implies in both cases KB < 0 and KB < 0 that This can be made negative, respectively nonpositive, depending on the curvature of B, by choosing g to be any convex function. In particular, g satisfying (3.8) suffices to prove the theorem in this case also.
